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Why us?
● We have perfected the art of making sure every groom looks extravagant to make 

you want to get married twice in one day. the focus is not just on the Bride but 
also the Groom! 

● Our wide network of vendors provides us with limitless options which we can easily 
narrow down to your exact needs. 

● Time is a critical factor so we ensure items are delivered within a 4-6 week window.
● Best part is you can have a Wedding Stylist on that day!!!





The process:
NOTIFICATION, PAYMENT 

&
 DELIVERY
(N.P.d.)





3 step guide 

1. Notification & Selection: 

Planning process should be at least 2 months to the wedding to ensure that our 
delivery time of 4-6 weeks is achieved prior to the wedding date. 

Example: December wedding; Notification should be by 1st October.



#daretobedapper



2. Payment:

50% down payment on order and remainder on delivery.

Cancellation Clause (Applicable to two or more items):

In the event that an item is cancelled a 15% charge will be applied to the overall 
bill. 





3. Delivery

Items will be delivered immediately upon receipt unless alternative arrangements 
are made with our team.



The dapper man
package
Accessories Only
#daretobedapper



IT IS AS SIMPLE AS A.B.C.
A. Tell us your wedding colours and wardrobe concept.
B. We will provide you with our range of accessories, suitable style and colour 

combinations.
C. Select your preferred option and the orders are made. The Process ends at 

delivery. 
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The gentry man
package

Clothing and Accessories
#beoneofakind



A MUCH MORE DETAILED JOURNEY
1. Consultation & Selection: The team will provide suitable vendor options (with a 

reference discount) for items that are not retailed by us. 

Suit style and colour selection

Shoe style and colour

Shirt style and colour

Accessories Selection 



2. The team will ensure that all items discussed are ready before the wedding day. This 
will ensure all vendors adhere to delivery dates. We will be on standby during 
fittings to ensure maximum customer satisfaction.
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discounts
1. The ‘Dapper Man’ Package: 10% on all items

Consultation and Accessories Only

2. The ‘Gentry Man’ Package: 15% on all items

Consultation, Styling and Accessories



add-on service
Why stress yourself on your wedding day when you can relax and let us manage 

all of that for you. 

● Dry Cleaning (Optional)
● Speck and Shine Shoe services (Optional)
● Manicure & Pedicure (Optional)
● Styling (Optional) 

We will ensure you you make several statements as you walk down the aisle.





ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Mr. & Mrs. Kofi Aboagye
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Adomako
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Mr. & Mrs. Kwesi Owusu-Antwi
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Sowa

CONTACT INFORMATION
LOCATION: BLOSSOM & WEDNESDAY (LABONE)
ACCRA, GHANA
TEL:+233 551 226861
EMAIL:thewalkingcloset@aol.com
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